
ANALYSIS OF BANQUOS SOLILOQUY IN WILLIAM SHAKESPEARES

MACBETH

In Macbeth, a play by William Shakespeare, Banquo's soliloquy at the beginning of the third act explains some of his
present feeling towards Macbeth. He.

Macbeth and his wife make arrangements for the feast with all the confidence of their new rank. Analysis
Banquo's short soliloquy has two purposes: It reminds the audience of the details of the Witches' prophecy in
Act I, and it reveals his own suspicion that Macbeth is Duncan 's murderer. Hear it not, Duncan; for it is a
knell That summons thee to heaven or to hell. With Tarquin's ravishing strides, towards his design Moves like
a ghost. This is quite different form his original crisis of conscience about killing King Duncan. To be thus In
it, Macbeth expresses a deep sense of gloom. A soliloquy, then, is directed mainly toward the self. Macbeth's
Second Soliloquy: Ambition, Greed, and Conflict In Macbeth's second soliloquy, he worries about the
consequences of murder, and wonders if he really has the nerve to kill King Duncan. Macbeth's Soliloquy:
Sick at Heart and Hopeless This soliloquy comes as Macbeth faces the upcoming battle at his castle. The
witches also predict that the sons of Banquo will become kings in future days. However, because he has no
children of his own, his treacherous act of regicide â€” the murder of a king â€” appears pointless and has
been committed on behalf of Banquo's promised successors. What is a Soliloquy? Genius, the demon, or
presiding spirit, of a man. The hallucination strengthens Macbeth's resolve to commit murder. He knows that
they do not respect or honor him. I have no spur To prick the sides of my intent, but only Vaulting ambition,
which o'erleaps itself And falls on the other. In Act I, Scene 2, the wounded captain reported that Macbeth the
warrior-hero was prepared to disdain Fortune. But in these cases We still have judgment here; that we but
teach Bloody instructions, which, being taught, return To plague the inventor: this even-handed justice
Commends the ingredients of our poison'd chalice To our own lips. These shortcomings lead Macbeth to
commit murder not once, but several different times, each more atrocious than the last. The scene is laid at the
palace some time after the coronation of Macbeth. Rather than so, come fate into the list. It gives a sense of
assembly and backbone to whatever we are looking at. Macbeth knows that he should be protecting King
Duncan, not planning to murder him. The rest of the speech is about how futile, repetitive, and hopeless life
seems to Macbeth.


